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Abstract

Recent data mining algorithms have been designed for appli-
cation domains that involve several types of objects stored in
multiple relations in relational databases. This fact has moti-
vated the increasing number of successful applications of rela-
tional data mining over recent years. On the other hand, such
applications have introduced a new threat to privacy and infor-
mation security since from non-sensitive data one is able to in-
fer sensitive information, including personal information, facts
or even patterns that are not supposed to be disclosed. The
existing access control models adopted to successfully manage
the access of information in complex systems present some lim-
itations in the context of data mining tasks. The main reason
is that such models were designed to protect the access to ex-
plicit data (e.g. tables, attributes, views, etc), whereas data
mining tasks deal with the discovery of implicit data (e.g. pat-
terns). In this paper, we take a first step toward an access
control model for ensuring privacy in relational data mining,
notably in multi-relational association rules (MRAR). In this
model, users associated with different mining access levels, even
using the same algorithm, are allowed to mine different sets of
association rules. We provide the groundwork to build our ac-
cess control model over existing technologies and discuss some
directions for future work.

Keywords: Access Control; Mining Access Control;
Privacy Preserving Data Mining, Privacy Preserva-
tion in Association Rule Mining; Security; Data Min-
ing.

1 Introduction

Most data mining techniques have been developed for
extracting patterns and trends in the traditional ma-
trix form, in which the rows correspond to observa-
tions and the columns represent variables. This rep-
resentation has been the traditional one in statistics
and has some advantages, such as the succinct data
analytic procedures and the possibility to devise ef-
ficient algorithms (Džeroski & Lavrač 2001). How-
ever, data in the real world is seldom of this form.
Rather, applications in the real world contain var-
ious types of entities involved in multiple tables in
relational databases. Thus, the discovery of hidden
patterns and trends can be done directly in multiple
relations without manual preprocessing to transform
the data into a single table.

Relational representation has some advantages
over single-table representation. For instance, in
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database terminology, a single-table representation
is said to be a non-normal form database and is
considered bad database practice (Ramakrishnan &
Gehrke 2000). In (Wrobel 2001), Wrobel discusses
some problems inherent in the single-table represen-
tation (e.g. redundancy of information, problems
with update) that can be addressed by relational
databases, which are able to represent information
as a set of different interlinked tables.

The practice of relational representation has influ-
enced the number of successful applications of rela-
tional data mining over the recent years (Srikant &
Agrawal 1996, Fu & Han 1995, Džeroski & Lavrač
2001). The successful results obtained have led re-
searchers within the information security community
to investigate the impact of data mining technology
on database security (Clifton & Marks 1996, Johnsten
& Raghavan 1999, Chang & Moskowitz 2000). Such
an investigation considers how much information can
be inferred or calculated from large data repositories
made available through data mining algorithms and
looks for ways to minimize the leakage of information,
a topic which has also been investigated in the statis-
tical databases area (Willenborg & Waal 1996, Cas-
tano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995).

Despite its benefits in various areas such as mar-
keting, business, medical analysis, bioinformatics and
others, data mining can also pose a threat to privacy
in database security if not done or used properly. Re-
cent advances in data mining and machine learning
algorithms have introduced new problems in database
security (Johnsten & Raghavan 1999, Clifton 2000).
The main problem is that from non-sensitive informa-
tion or unclassified data, one is able to infer sensitive
information, including personal information, facts, or
even patterns that are not supposed to be disclosed.

In the context of relational databases, one of the
most known approach to protect information relies on
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) (Sandhu, Coyne,
Feinstein & Youman 1996) which prevents users from
obtaining a sufficiently large and varied sample of a
database. Although RBAC ensures that only autho-
rized users are given access to certain data or re-
sources, it does not prevent users from finding pat-
terns that they are not supposed to discover using
data mining. The reason is simple: RBAC was de-
signed to enforce security on explicit data, and data
mining techniques’ goal is to find hidden patterns that
rely on implicit data. Because data mining introduces
new problems in relational databases, the problem of
inference has received considerable attention in the
database security community. Preventing this type
of inference detection is beyond the reach of the ex-
isting methods. Therefore, the integration between
database security and data mining remains a fertile
area for future research.

In this paper, we provide a basic theory that per-



mits one to develop an access control model for multi-
relational association rules (MRAR), which can be
built over existing database technologies. One ma-
jor novelty with our approach is that we take into
account the concept of mining level, i.e., users are as-
sociated with different mining levels and, even using
the same association rule algorithm, they are able to
mine different set of association rules.

We benefit from the work on database security
(Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995). Of
particular interest is work on multilevel relations in
the context of multilevel secure databases (Jajodia,
Samarati, Sapino & Subrahmanian 2001). It allows
multiple levels of security to be mapped into mul-
tiple mining levels. In doing so, a user is allowed
to mine association rules only in his or her mining
level. The idea behind multiple levels also received a
special attention in the recent International Confer-
ence on Very Large Data Bases (28th VLDB). Partic-
ularly, the authors in (Agrawal, Kiernan, Srikant &
Xu 2002) claim that the future directions in security
database research include features, such as searches
on encrypted data, access control based on multi-
ple levels containing a special attribute, called “pur-
pose”, which is similar to attaching security level with
records in secure databases.

Our access control model can be integrated with
a Decision Support System (DSS) or any systems de-
signed to support decision making in the context of
relational data mining. In such systems, there is fre-
quent access of information for mining purposes but
not as many updates. To date, such schemata have
not been explored in detail.

The effort described in this paper is by no means
meant to be complete or comprehensive. Rather, our
primary goal is to present our preliminary ideas in
order to motivate discussion on richer access control
models for MRAR. We argue that this line of work
will eventually lead to a formal model. However, first
we must develop the conceptual foundations for such
a model.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide the basic concepts of existing access con-
trol models and MRAR as well as the definition of
the research problem. In Section 3, we describe the
necessary security requirements for an access control
model for MRAR. In Section 4, we introduce our ac-
cess control model for MRAR. Related work is re-
viewed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents our
conclusions and a discussion of future work.

2 Basic Concepts

2.1 Access Control Models

Several advances have been made in the area of ac-
cess control specification. Policies have been devised
to narrow the gap between what the security ad-
ministrators want and what the access control sys-
tem can provide. The most common approaches are
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Ac-
cess Control (MAC), and Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) (Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995,
Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein & Youman 1996, Ferraiolo
& Kuhn 1995).

DAC models control the access to the information
explicitly specifying the authorization for each user
to each resource in the system. The access control is
at the discretion of the object’s owner or anyone else
who is authorized to control the information object’s
access. Rights can be passed from one subject (also
called user) to another. The obvious advantage of
DAC is that it is extremely flexible. However, DAC

does not provide real assurance on the flow of infor-
mation in a system. It is possible to bypass the access
restrictions stated through authorizations. For in-
stance, a user who is permitted to read data can pass
it to others who are not authorized to read it without
the acknowledgment of the data’s owner. Considering
that the dissemination of information is not controlled
in DAC, this makes this approach vulnerable to ma-
licious attacks such as Trojan Horses embedded pro-
grams (Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995).
Thus, DAC seems to be proper to environments in
which information sharing is more important than
protection of information.

MAC models are aimed at addressing the leak-
age of information which is present in DAC models.
In MAC, access control decisions are made beyond
the control of the individual owner of the object. A
central authority (security administrator) determines
what information is to be accessible by whom, and
the users cannot change the rights. The advantages
of MAC models derive basically from their suitability
to some kinds of environment in which the users and
objects can be assigned to a security clearance or a
security level. In this approach, a user can only read
a resource of lower security clearance and the user
can only write to a resource with a higher security
clearance. Although the write restriction may seem
counterintuitive at first, this restriction is necessary
to guarantee that information only flows upwards in
security clearance.

The RBAC framework is based on the set of enti-
ties: users, roles and access permissions (also called
authorizations). A user can be also represented by
a group, or even a program executing on behalf of a
user. A user can be a member of one or more roles.
The notion of role is an enterprise or organizational
concept, i.e., a role represents a job function in an
organization and embodies a specific set of autho-
rizations and responsibilities for the job. Similarly,
a role can have many permissions and the same per-
missions can be assigned to many roles. Thus, a role
can inherit permissions assigned to another role in a
role hierarchy since role hierarchies are natural means
for structuring roles to reflect an organization’s lines
of authority. Permissions are the rules that describe
how the objects (e.g. tables, attributes, views) are
accessed by users.

System administrators can create roles, grant per-
missions to those roles, and then assign users to
roles on the basis of their specific job responsibili-
ties (Ferraiolo & Kuhn 1995). This greatly simplifies
the management of access rights. For this reason,
RBAC has been very attractive for several kinds of
applications, such as commercial, governmental, cor-
porate intranet, among others. The main reason is
that RBAC models are capable of reducing complex-
ity and cost of security administration.

2.2 Basics of MRAR

One of the most studied problems in data mining
is the process of discovering association rules. The
discovery of interesting association rules among huge
amounts of data can be very effective in revealing ac-
tionable knowledge that leads to strategic decisions.

In multi-relational data mining, the data model
consists of several relations (tables) in which each of
them describes particular objects’ features, but only
one view of the objects is central to the analysis. The
important point here is that this only view is obtained
dynamically without data preparation to squeeze as
much relevant data as possible into a single table.



One very efficient alternative for mining associa-
tion rules in multiple relations is to use meta-rules
(Han & Kamber 2001). Meta-rule-guided mining of
association rules allows users to specify the syntactic
form of rules that they are interested in mining. For-
mally, a meta-rule is a rule template in the form of
P1 ∧ P2 ∧ ... ∧ Pm → Q1 ∧ Q2 ∧ ... ∧ Qn, where Pi
(for i = 1, ..., m) and Qj (for j = 1, ..., n) are either
instantiated predicates or predicate variables. A rule
RC complies with a meta-rule RM , if and only if it
can be unified with RM .

Suppose that a portion of the relational schema
of a store of material for hiking trips is presented as
follows:

customers(cno, name, rating, age, occupation, city)
items(ino, item name, price)
buys(cno, ino, date, qty, total)

Meta-rules can be used to find multidimen-
sional association rules in large relational databases.
Multidimensional association rules can be catego-
rized into three groups as follows: (1) Single-
Dimensional association rules (also called Intradi-
mensional) contain a single distinct predicate with
multiple occurrences, such as buys(c, “Ski pants′′) →
buys(c, “Sunglasses′′); (2) Multidimensional (also
called Interdimensional) which contain no re-
peated predicates, such as rating(c, “Excellent′′) ∧
age(c, “20..23′′) → buys(c, “Gloves′′); and (3)
Hybrid-Dimensional association rules contain repeti-
tion of some predicates, such as buys(c, “Gloves′′) ∧
occupation(c, “Student′′) → buys(c, “Sunglasses′′).

The attributes present in these relations can be
classified in categorical or quantitative. Categorical
attributes have a finite number of possible values with
no ordering among the values (e.g. rating, occupa-
tion). Categorical attributes are also called nominal
attributes since their values are names of things. On
the other hand, quantitative attributes are numeric
and have an implicit ordering among values (e.g. age,
price).

Note that Single-Dimensional association rules are
mined from single tables, while Multi-Dimensional
and Hybrid-Dimensional association rules may in-
volve join(s) of more than one relation.

2.3 Privacy Preservation Problem in MRAR

The specific problem addressed in this paper can be
stated as follows: If D is a relational database or even
a data warehouse and M is the set of all association
rules that could be mined from D, the goal is to pro-
vide users of different levels of access to D so that for
each level i, the corresponding users are able to mine
a set of association rules Mi, such that Mi ⊆ M .

For instance, let us consider a company in which
there are three levels of access to information for min-
ing relational association rules. Considering the hier-
archy in which Level1 > Level2 > Level3, the set
of association rules that could be mined from these
levels must hold M1 > M2 > M3, and M1 is the
set all association rules that could be mined from a
relational database D.

Let us consider the privacy problem described in
(Du & Atallah 2001). In this problem, two or more
companies plan to cooperatively work on a project for
their mutual benefit. Thus, each organization would
like its own requirements to be satisfied. However,
their requirements are proprietary data which include
the customer’s projects of the likely future evolution
of certain commodity prices, interest and inflation

rates, economic statistics, portfolio holdings. There-
fore, nobody likes to disclose its requirements to the
other party, or even to a trusted third party. How
could they cooperate on this project while preserving
the privacy of the individual information?

For this problem, such companies may have only
two levels of access to information. The top level for
the business purpose of each company, and the second
level for data exchange with the company’s partner.

3 Requirements of an Access Control Model
for MRAR

In this section, we analyze the necessary requirements
for an access control model for MRAR in enterprise
environment. We start by discussing the general re-
quirements for access control models, followed by an
analysis of security requirements for an access control
model for MRAR.

3.1 General Requirements for Access Control
Models

Type of Policy: laws according to which accesses
are controlled. Policy in access control models
can be classified into mandatory (MAC models),
discretionary (DAC models), role-based (RBAC)
(Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995).

Target System: some MAC models are designed
for operating systems protection such as Bell-
LaPadula (Bell & La Padula 1973) and Biba
(Biba 1977) models , while others are designed
for database security such as Sea View model
(Denning et al. 1988). In general, DAC models
were designed for both operating systems protec-
tion and database security. RBAC focus mainly
on database security.

Type of Control: Some models are oriented to di-
rect access control such as the DAC mod-
els Access Matrix (Graham & Denning 1972),
Take-Grant (Jones 1978), and Action-Entity
(Bussolati, Fugini & Martella 1983), while MAC
models allow both direct access control and in-
direct access or information-flow control. RBAC
models are designed for direct access control only.

Addressed Security Aspects: the most impor-
tant information security aspects in databases
include secrecy and integrity (Ramakrishnan &
Gehrke 2000). Ensuring secrecy means prevent-
ing, detecting or deterring the improper disclo-
sure of information, whereas ensuring integrity
means preventing, detecting or deterring the im-
proper modification of information. Considering
that secrecy and integrity are related to database
security, these security aspects are not present in
DAC models. However, they are present in most
MAC model as well as in RBAC models.

The summary of the general requirements for ac-
cess control models can be seen in Table 1, including
the requirements for a MRAR models discussed in
Section 3.2.1.

3.2 Security Requirements for an Access
Control for MRAR

In this section, first we analyze how the general re-
quirements in Section 3.1 fit to the access control
model for MRAR, and then we discuss additional se-
curity requirements.



Table 1: Summary of the General Requirements for Access Control Models
Requirement DAC MAC RBAC MRAR Model
Type of Policy Discretionary Mandatory Role-Based Mandatory
Target System Part OS & Part DB OS & DB DB DB
Type of Control Access Access & Flow Access Access & Flow
Security Aspects None Secrecy & Integrity Secrecy & Integrity Secrecy & Integrity

3.2.1 General Requirements for an Access
Control for MRAR

Type of Policy: Mandatory policy since it contains
security labels (e.g. mining dimensions) for ob-
jects and users.

Target System: Privacy preservation in MRAR, in
the context of relational databases.

Type of Control: Oriented to control both flow of
information and access control without update
operations (e.g. write, insert, delete).

Security Aspects: The focus is mainly on secrecy,
however integrity is also guaranteed implicitly
since this access control model does not allow
users to update the data.

3.2.2 Additional Requirements for an Access
Control for MRAR

Req1: The access control for MRAR must be based
on a hierarchy of security levels, in which each
security level corresponds to a mining level.

Req2: Users associated with a certain mining level
cannot pass rights to users assigned with other
mining levels. Changing this security require-
ment induces an outflow of information and vio-
lates some axioms presented in Section 4.4.

Req3: If one user is authorized to access one mining
level and this mining level contains another min-
ing level, then the user is also allowed to access
the contained mining level. This assumes a hi-
erarchy of mining levels. We call this property
subsumption of rights.

Req4: Users are granted rights only to access parts
of the data they need to perform their mining
tasks. This is similar to the principle of the least
privilege in RBAC (Sandhu, Coyne, Feinstein &
Youman 1996).

Req5: The access control for MRAR might be able
to deal with multiple users mining concurrently,
even though users perform mining tasks sporad-
ically.

Req6: The capacity of a mining level cannot be ex-
ceeded by an additional mining level member.
This is similar to the principle of the cardinality
in RBAC (Ferraiolo & Kuhn 1995).

Req7: A user can never have an active mining level
that is not authorized for that user.

Req8: A user can perform an operation (e.g. read-
ing, mining) only if the operation is authorized
for the mining level in which the user is currently
active.

4 Top-MRAR Model

In this section, we introduce our access control model
for MRAR, denoted Top-MRAR, which is designed
to have hierarchical mining access levels that meet
privacy preservation requirements.

4.1 Identifying Users and Mining Levels

Knowing who the users are and how they use the
data is key to design the mining levels. One good
strategy for identifying the proper number of min-
ing levels is to design the levels in a process oriented
view (e.g. affinity analysis, classification and regres-
sion rules, etc). By doing so, users can be associated
with the levels according to their responsibilities.

Affinity analysis is distinct from association rules
for prediction in terms of the language of expression
and application as well, i.e., an affinity rule has the
form: When Item1 Also Item2. An example of this is,
When “Ski pants” Also “Gloves”. These rules can be
mined from single tables (e.g. our previous “buys”
relation). Affinity analysis is very useful in market
basket analysis.

Classification and regression rules are widely used
for prediction. For instance, one rule could be: “If
age is between 35 and 50 and occupation is pro-
fessor, then rating is excellent.” This rule can be
modeled as a multidimensional association rule, such
as age(c, “35..50′′) ∧ occupation(c, “Professor′′) →
rating(c, “Excellent′′).

Now, suppose we design one mining level allowing
its users to mine affinity rules from singles tables. Ap-
parently, RBAC addresses this situation since users
are granted rights to access parts of the data they
need to perform their tasks. Typically, this is an all-
or-nothing security approach which is easy to imple-
ment, but not astutely useful. However, in the con-
text of MRAR the leakage of information becomes
real when someone wants to prevent a group of users
to mine a set of restrictive affinity rules from their
view. Preventing this type of leakage of information is
beyond the reach of the existing access control meth-
ods. Even limiting the access to the data, users may
mine some of these restrictive rules from their view.
In this case, there is a real need for security mech-
anisms which are able to hide such restrictive rules
and, most importantly, this situation leads one to de-
vise a distinct mining level for an access control for
MRAR.

Note that the number of mining levels should be
flexible since one company may require two or three
mining levels, while others may require a more fine
mining level granularity.

We illustrate this idea taking into account a situ-
ation in which three mining levels are required as fol-
lows: (1) Full Mining (FM) which allows users mining
all kind of association rules (e.g. affinity rules, se-
quential patterns, classification and regression rules,
etc); (2) Specific Mining (SM) in which users are al-
lowed to mine affinity association rules; and (3) Re-
strictive Mining (RM) in which only a subset of affin-
ity association rules can be mined from SM level, i.e.,
the set of restrictive rules are not available for this
restrictive mining level. In this case, the following re-
lation must hold: LevelFM > LevelSM > LevelRM .
We provide one example of such levels in Section 4.2.

4.2 Basic Definitions of Top-MRAR

The Top-MRAR model is based on three sets of en-
tities: users, mining levels, and permissions. Each



mining level is assigned to at least one permission and
each user is associated with only one mining level.

Definition 1 The Top-MRAR model is defined as
follows:

• U, O, P, and ML (users, objects, permissions,
and mining level respectively).

• permission: O×U×ML → {yes, no}, a function
that answers if a user is given some permission
for mining a particular object at a given mining
level.

A user represents an individual, a group, or a pro-
gram on behalf of a user. Each user has a unique
identifier for authentication purpose. An object rep-
resents the passive entities of the system (e.g. tables,
attributes, views, tuples). Permissions (also called
authorizations) are the rules that describe how the
objects are accessed by users. The value of access is
either yes or no. An operation is the action on which
the permission is defined, such as reading, mining, etc.

Considering that Top-MRAR model is designed to
enforce privacy in MRAR, this model deals with data
that has multilevel access. Thus, our model extends
the concept of relation to include mining levels. Such
levels can be assigned to attributes and tuples of a
relation. We define a multilevel mining relation as
follows.

Definition 2 Let R(A1 : D1, [ML1], ..., An :
Dn, [MLn], TML) be a multilevel relation schema, and
for each Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Di be the set of values as-
sociated with the domain named Di, MLi the mining
level label for the attribute Ai, and TML the mining
access level for the whole tuple. An instance of R that
satisfies the domain in the schema is a set of tuples
with n fields:
{〈A1 : d1, [ml1], ..., An : dn, [mln], tML〉 | ∀i di ∈
Di, mli ∈ MLi; and tML ∈ TML}.

Reusing our example in Section 4.1, we considered
a situation in which three different mining levels may
be required: Full Mining (FM), Specific Mining (SM),
and Restrictive Mining (RM). For this example, both
MLi and TML take the values {FM, SM, RM}, and
∀i TML must dominate MLi. The notation [MLi]
means that the mining level label may exist or not.
To illustrate the concepts defined above, let us con-
sider one instance of the relational schema presented
in Section 2.2. The corresponding multilevel relation
is given in Table 2.

For this example, only the attributes CNO, INO
and Total have the mining level label. Table 2 con-
tains the same view for both FM and SM mining lev-
els. On the other hand, the view corresponding to
RM level is depicted in Table 3. Note that for this
level, the tuples whose TID are 500 and 700 are not
displayed since TML must dominate any MLi.

Another important observation is that the mining
level labels (MLi) control the access to the attributes
that must be displayed, while the mining access level
of tuples (TML) selects the tuples that have to be
displayed.

Based on Table 3, we should point out that Top-
MRAR model removes the whole tuples instead of
releasing some attributes with values and others with
missing values. The reason is that releasing missing
values may violate some security requirements since
by using classification or regression algorithms one
may predict the missing values.

In our previous work (Oliveira & Zäıane 2002), we
have developed a taxonomy of sanitizing algorithms

that can be applied to SM level’s views to generated
RM level’s views. Our sanitizing algorithms can be
easily modified to the context of MRAR. Removing a
item from a pattern is equivalent to removing a tuple
of a multilevel relation. Our algorithms deal with this
situation properly and the example in Table 3 reflects
this idea.

4.3 The Top-MRAR Structure

The Top-MRAR model is composed of three layers as
can be seen in Figure 1. The Authenticator is the first
layer that requires proof of identity. This is achieved
by using mechanisms such as userid/password. The
second layer, Checker, will store the access control
mechanisms and the permissions are designed based
on identity. After authenticating a user, the Checker
layer applies some incoming queries before passing the
queries to the database. The users will only access
to objects (e.g. tables, attributes, views) that are
compatible with their rights. In the last layer, the
server is an existing database server.

The assumptions for this model are the following:
(a) All connections to the database server have to pass
through the Checker layer; (b) Existing access control
system in the database server may continue to be in
place; and (c) The relational database integrated to
the Checker layer does not deal with frequent updates,
except for append operation.

. . . .

Operational Databases

Authenticator

    Checker

Database Server

SQL  Query

Results

FailRequest

Figure 1: The Top-MRAR Structure

As illustrated in Figure 1, the operational
databases may represent the branches of a business
organization and the database server, integrated to
the Top-MRAR model, might be used for mining pur-
poses.

Note that, in this model, all queries will pass
through the Checker layer. Based on the permission
of a user, the Checker layer enforces that the results
sent by the database server to the front-end will guar-
antee the security specifications. To accomplish that,
the Checker layer works as follows: (1) queries that
fail the security specifications are dropped and the
Checker layer will return one message of access vio-
lation to the front-end; (2) users’ queries that meet
the security specifications of the system are directly
passed to database back-end.

We should point out that the Checker layer does
not discard access control strategies that may exist
in the database server. Rather, the SQL queries still
need to pass through the existing access control mech-
anism of the database. For instance, the database
server may use RBAC. So the Checker layer may pass
the RBAC checks before returning the results of the
queries.



Table 2: An Example of a Multilevel Relation
TID CNO MLCNO INO MLINO Date Qty Total MLTotal TML

100 C1 RM I2 RM 01/05/2001 1 165.00 SM RM
200 C1 RM I4 RM 01/05/2001 2 60.00 SM RM
300 C3 RM I1 RM 01/06/2001 1 80.00 SM RM
400 C3 RM I3 SM 01/06/2001 1 120.00 SM RM
500 C3 RM I5 SM 01/06/2001 3 75.00 SM SM
600 C4 RM I3 SM 01/07/2001 1 120.00 SM RM
700 C4 RM I5 SM 01/07/2001 2 50.00 SM SM

Table 3: The multilevel relation corresponding to users of the RM level
TID CNO MLCNO INO MLINO Date Qty TML

100 C1 RM I2 RM 01/05/2001 1 RM
200 C1 RM I4 RM 01/05/2001 2 RM
300 C3 RM I1 RM 01/06/2001 1 RM
400 C3 RM I3 RM 01/06/2001 1 RM
600 C4 RM I3 RM 01/07/2001 1 RM

4.4 Basic Properties

Execution of Top-MRAR model is governed by a set
of axioms which must be satisfied in order for the sys-
tem to be secure. Such axioms regulate the access of
users to information in the database server for min-
ing purposes. We say that the system is secure if,
and only if, it satisfies these axioms. The following
axioms are designed for the Top-MRAR model:

Mandatory Property: access of users to objects is
governed by security labels (mining levels) on the
users and objects. Usually centrally controlled
by a security administrator function. No user
is allowed either to modify his mining level or
objects’ mining level.

Membership Property: a user is supposed to be a
member of only one mining level.

Append Property: append information is permit-
ted without seeing its content, i.e., writing with-
out reading. The append operation must be car-
ried out by a security administrator in a specific
time.

Read Property: a query from a user at a given
mining level can access information from the
database whose label is dominated by that level.
The Read Access property corresponds to the No
Read-Up principle in Bell-LaPadula model (Bell
& La Padula 1973).

Mining Property: this property is completely re-
lated to Read Access, i.e., the information that
can be read must be available for mining.

Non-Update Property: users are not allowed to
alter data (e.g. insert, delete, and update) re-
gardless of their mining level. The only opera-
tions permitted to users are read and mining.

Reclassification Property: In case of reclassifica-
tion, a user at a given mining level must move to
a upper level. This property prevents the system
from indirect communication channels and keeps
the information-flow control consistent.

Polyinstantiation Property: polyinstantiation
occurs when there are multiples instances of
data at different mining access level. This
property is necessary to hide the existence of a
higher level data from low users. Revealing the
existence of a higher mining dimension object
creates a covert channel.

5 Related Work

Some effort has been made to investigate the im-
pact of data mining technology on database security
(Clifton & Marks 1996, Johnsten & Raghavan 1999,
Chang & Moskowitz 2000). Such investigations con-
sider how much information can be inferred or cal-
culated from large data repositories made available
through data mining algorithms and looks for ways
to minimize the leakage of information. This effort
has been restricted basically to classification and as-
sociation rules. In this work, we focus on the latter
category.

Atallah et al. (Atallah, Bertino, Elmagarmid,
Ibrahim & Verykios 1999) considered the problem of
limiting disclosure of sensitive rules, aiming at se-
lectively hiding some frequent itemsets from large
databases with as little impact on other, non-sensitive
frequent itemsets as possible. Specifically, the au-
thors dealt with the problem of modifying a given
database so that the support of a given set of sensi-
tive rules, mined from the database, decreases below
the minimum support value. This work was extended
in (Dasseni, Verykios, Elmagarmid & Bertino 2001),
in which Dasseni et al. investigated confidentiality is-
sues of a broad category of association rules. This
solution requires CPU-intensive algorithms and, in
some way, modifies true data values and relationships.

In the same direction, Saygin et al. (Saygin,
Verykios & Clifton 2001) introduced a method for se-
lectively removing individual values from a database
to prevent the discovery of a set of rules, while pre-
serving the data for other applications. They pro-
posed some algorithms to obscure a given set of sen-
sitive rules by replacing known values with unknowns,
while minimizing the side effects on non-sensitive
rules.

Oliveira and Zäıane (Oliveira & Zäıane 2002) in-
troduced a unified framework that combines tech-
niques for efficiently hiding restrictive patterns: a
transaction retrieval engine relying on an inverted file
and Boolean queries; and a set of algorithms to “san-
itize” a database. Specifically, this framework hides
restrictive patterns without adding noise to the orig-
inal data when sanitizing a transactional database,
and considers the impact in the original database by
quantifying how much information is preserved after
sanitizing a database.

Related to privacy preserving data mining, but in
another direction, Evfimievski et al. (Evfimievski,
Srikant, Agrawal & Gehrke 2002) proposed a frame-
work for mining association rules from transactions
consisting of categorical items in which the data has



been randomized to preserve privacy of individual
transactions. Although this strategy is feasible to re-
cover association rules and preserve privacy using a
straightforward uniform randomization, it introduces
some false drops and may lead a miner to find asso-
ciations rules that are not supposed to be discovered.

Rizvi and Haritsa (Rizvi & Haritsa 2002) pro-
posed a scheme, based on probabilistic distortion of
used data, composed of a privacy metric and an ana-
lytical formula. Although this framework provides a
high degree of privacy to the user and retain a high
level of accuracy in the mining results, mining the
distorted database can be, apart from being error-
prone, significantly more expensive in terms of both
time and space as compared to mining the original
database.

In the context of distributed data mining, Kantar-
cioglu and Clifton (Kantarcioglu & Clifton 2002) ad-
dressed secure mining of association rules over hor-
izontally partitioned data. This approach considers
the discovery of associations in transactions that are
split across sites, without revealing the contents of in-
dividual transactions. This method is based on secure
multi-party computation (Du & Atallah 2001) and in-
corporates cryptographic techniques to minimize the
information shared, while adding little overhead to
the mining task.

In (Vaidya & Clifton 2002), Vaidya and Clifton
addressed the problem of association rule mining in
which transactions are distributed across sources. In
this approach, each site holds some attributes of each
transaction, and the sites wish to collaborate to iden-
tify globally valid associations rules. This technique
is also based on secure multi-party computation.

Recent directions in database security have
pointed out the need for combining solutions to ad-
dress complex issues, such as privacy preservation,
the inference problem in databases, among others
(Agrawal et al. 2002). Solutions to address these
problems include techniques from statistical database
(e.g. suppression, data swapping, etc) (Willenborg
& Waal 1996, Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati
1995); access control models (e.g. multilevel rela-
tions) (Castano, Fugini, Martella & Samarati 1995);
and the integration of cryptography and information
retrieval (e.g. searches on encrypted data). In par-
ticular, the idea behind access control based on mul-
tiple levels relies on a special attribute, called “pur-
pose”, which is similar to attaching security level with
records in secure databases. This idea is similar to
that one in mining level, supported by our framework.

Our work differs from the related work in some
aspects, as follows: First, we address the problem
of privacy preserving in MRAR. To our best knowl-
edge, this problem has not been considered in the
literature so far. Second, our framework efficiently
combines security features of existing access control
models, and most importantly, it can be built over
rather than replacing the existing access control mod-
els. Another important difference of our framework
from the related work is that our focus is not only on
privacy preserving on MRAR but also on maximizing
the discovery of association rules in all mining levels,
while minimizing the leakage of information. In addi-
tion, our framework does not require transformation
of data into a single table.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have established the groundwork to
build an access control model for multi-relational as-
sociation rules (MRAR) over existing database tech-
nologies, called Top-MRAR model. Although the

work described in this paper is preliminary and con-
ceptual in nature, it is a vital prerequisite for the
eventual development of a formal model.

This design of Top-MRAR greatly minimizes com-
plexity for DBMS implementers since this model is
built over rather than replacing SQL facilities. The
proposed facilities can provide significant benefits for
administering permissions in relational data mining,
more specifically in the context of MRAR. Apart from
these benefits, the implementation of our model seems
feasible since our model inherits some features from
existing access control models, such as the notion of
multilevel relations, hierarchical security levels as well
as some basic security requirements.

We reuse some security mechanisms from the work
on database security, particularly the idea behind
multilevel relations in the context of multilevel secure
databases. Typically, we map security levels into mul-
tiple mining levels. In doing so, a user is allowed to
mine association rules only in her mining level.

Our model is composed of three layers: the Au-
thenticator which requires proof of identity, Checker
that stores the access control mechanisms and per-
missions based on identity, and the database server
that relies on an existing relational database. This
access control model can be integrated with a deci-
sion support system (DSS) or any systems in which
there is frequent access of information for mining pur-
poses but not as many updates. In the context of our
model, users are provided with views of the data and
not the association rules, so that they are free to use
their own association mining algorithms since the re-
striction for privacy in MRAR is applied before the
mining phase.

The main contributions of this paper are as fol-
lows: (a) we analyzed the necessary security require-
ments for an access control model for MRAR; (b) we
designed the framework structure of the Top-MRAR
considering the integration with existing technologies;
and (c) we provided the conceptual foundations and
introduced basic definitions of our model.

Currently, we are studying new features that may
be added to Top-MRAR model. More precisely, we
are formalizing our model and extending it to encom-
pass other data mining tasks such as classification,
regression and clustering. Further work is needed
to determine adequate ways of handling these min-
ing tasks. We are also analyzing a way to integrate
the mining levels with roles without violating the
information-flow access, which requires further explo-
ration.
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